'IRAQ,
maintained, was aggravated by the unfortunate use of the
Arabic words *amr for Mandate and amir or mamur for the
Mandatory, with their connotations of subservience to a ruling
person or power and of a ruler, respectively, instead of the
words intiddb and dauldt muntadibah, from the root nadaba, to
choose, or of other words implying trusteeship, from the root
'amuna.1 The latter view ignores Arab intelligence as well as
the strength of Arab national sentiment. Whatever the Arabic
word used, 'Iraqi Nationalists could only view the mandatory
system, then as in after years when the course of events in
Syria, Palestine, Africa and the Pacific gave substance to their
contentions, as imperialism in a new guise and as colonization
under a new name.2 It meant subjection to a foreign power and
the consequent loss of national independence. The Nationalist
newspaper Al-Istiqldl stated the feeling of Nationalists generally
in 1920 as well as in 1922, when it said:
We do not reject the mandate because of its name but
because its meaning is destructive of independence . . . Words
like intidab) wusayah, himayah, itiman, musa'adah, muhalif,
ishraf and musharafah are used by the colonizers; they all
translate mandate and are intended to deceive weak nations.
The name only is changed, just in the same way as they talk
of liberating humanity, helping the weak, etc.8
The attempt to make the Mandate more palatable by
maintaining that it was an obligation laid on Great Britain by
the League of Nations was countered by the refusal of the
Nationalists both to recognize the authority of the League to
give mandates4 and to regard Great Britain's assumption of
responsibility in 'Iraq as an altruistic response to the League.
1	Baghdad Timest May 26th, 29th, June 2Oth, 1922.
2	* 'Iraqis refuse foreign restriction of liberty, under whatever name.'  Al-
Mufidy June 8th, 1922.
3	Al-Istiqlal (Baghdad), June sth, 1922; Al-Rafidan (Baghdad), June 5th,
1922; Al-Mvfid, June Sth, 1922*
4	* 'Iraq does not recognize authority of the League of Nations to give
Mandates.   Why have the mandates for 'Iraq, Syria and former German
colonies been given while no one will take Armenia?' Al-Mufid, June Sth, 1922.
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